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THE PATH TO GAINING A DEFENSIBLEUNDERSTANDINGOF "WATCHLIST" TANK
RISK AND INTERIM STABILIZATION NEEDS

Ben Johnson, George Mellinger
Denis Strachan, Richard Hallen

Pacific Northwest Laboratory I
Richland, Washington

ABSTRACT

The "watch list" waste tanks at the Hanford Site in Washington state are
those that the Secretary of the Department of Energy reports upon to the
Congress because of the unresolved safety question. As such, they are subject
to intense surveillance and an enhanced list of controls and safety
procedures. The objecCive of the Waste Tank Safety Program is to mitigate the
safety concerns with respect to these tanks, thereby removing them from the
"watch list." The essential step in this process is the development of a
defensible position that reduce the risk of these tanks to an acceptable
level. An integrated research and development (R&D) program is believed to be
the most cost-effective means of achieving the information required to
mitigate the safety concern and to resolve the safety issues. This program
uses chemical and physical modeling studies of synthetic waste, is
substantiatedwith limited field data and radioactivesamples from a tank, and
uses numerical modeling to extrapolate results to actual tank-scale
operations.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Radioactive wastes from defense operations have accumulated in
underground tanks at the Hanford Site since the early 1940s. At present,
there are 177 such waste-storagetanks. Their dimensions are 75 ft. in di.,
and capacities range from 500,000 to approximately1,000,000gal. The 149
single-shelltanks (SST) consist of a concrete tank structure with a carbon
steel lining up to a height above the maximum liquid level. Of the newer
tanks, 28 are double-shelltanks (DST) in which a double lining, with an
intervening annular gap, is constructed within the concrete form.

Over the interveningyears, to reduce the need for additional tanks, the
original wastes were further treated, concentrated,and rerouted into the
tanks in such a way that any original segregation has not been consistently
maintained. Recent reviews of past practiceshave identified a number of
safety issues concerning the present state of some of these tanks (US DOE,
1991). This has been discussed in the initial paper of this session (Babad et
al 1991). The Priority I safety issues are briefly stated as follows:

ipacific Northwest Laboratory is operated by Battelle Memorial Institute
for the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
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I. Twenty Three of the SSTs and DSTs contain wastes that generate a
flammable gas that poses a potential hazard• The gas is believed to be
generated as the result of the radiolytic and thermal chemical reactions
taking place within the tanks• As the result of the ventilation of the
tanks, the concentrationof flammable components is well below the lower
flammable limit in the freeboardof most of these tanks. However, in a
number of the tanks, it is evident that the generatedgas is partially
held back within the contents of the tank and episodicallyreleased.
During these events, the concentration in the freeboardmay exceed the
flammabilitylimit for a short period of time until the released gas
mixes with the continuousflow of ventilation air above the tank.

2. The contents in 24 of the SSTs contain varying amounts of ferrocyanides
as the result of processing steps taken in 1950 to scavenge the cesium
fission product in the waste and thus reduce the waste tank
requirements, lt is very likely that these same tanks also contain
significantquantities of sodium nitrate/nitrite. Sufficient
concentrationsof ferrocyanides,intimately mixed with an oxidant such
as sodium nitrate and heated to an initiation temperaturecan be shown
to explode. Although there are indications that conditions exist within
any of these tanks to match the above criteria, as yet there is
insufficientevidence to eliminatethis as a concern.

3. Eight of the tanks contain organic constituentsthat might possibly
react with oxidizing materials (e.g., sodium nitrate) to produce
vigorous exothermic reactionsof uncertainmagnitude, if the contents
reached the initiating temperatureof such reactions. The last accident
in the Soviet Union at their Kyshtym fuel reprocessingsite, which
recently became known in western technologicalcircles (Nikipelov et al
1989), has heightened the concern for such possibilities.

4. One tank contains sufficientheat generating constituents(i.e., un-
decayed fission products)that passive cooling (from conduction to the
surroundingground and evaporation into the ventilation air) is
insufficientto prevent exceeding the operating temperaturelimits of
the tank structure. This tank is actively cooled by the periodic
addition of water to maintain the evaporative cooling process.

The "watch list" tanks are those ti_athave one (or more) of these safety
issues. As such, they are subjectto intense surveillanceand an enhanced
list of controls and safety procedures. (e.g., sampling, additions, or
withdrawals to or from these tanks). The objective of the Waste Tank Safety
Program is to mitigate the safety issues with respect to these tanks, thereby
removing them from the "watch list." lt will allow normal and safe operations
in preparationfor eventual permanentdisposal of the waste (i.e., permanent
environmentalremediationof the site). The essential step in this process is
the development of a defensibleposition that reduces the risk of these tanks
to an acceptable level. This, in turn, requires an integrated research and
development program to provide the necessary depth of understandingof the
operating situation in the tanks to establish that defensible position. The
significanceof integratingthe scope and direction of the science and
technology support will be illustratedin this paper.
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2.0 STEPS TO RESOLUTION OF SAFETY ISSUES

To develop a "defensibleposition" for removing a tank from the "watch
list" requires the followinggeneric steps°

1. Establish the source and nature of the problem in sufficientdepth and
certainty.

2. Establish the requirementsfor mitigation or remediation (i.e.,
stabilizationof the tanks to eliminate safety concerns.

3. Evaluate alternativemitigation/remediationmethods and select one if
specific mitigation is deemed necessary.

4. Demonstrate the selected mitigation/remediationconcept (e.g., small-
scale model that can confidentlybe scaled up to tank operations.

5. Implementthe mitigation/remediationconcept.

6. Evaluate the performancerelative to the safety issue.

For each of the Priority 1 situations,these steps would involve a
different set of activities but for each situation the need to establish the
nature of the problem requires in depth understanding of the chemical and
physical nature of the tank as a system.

In one or more of the Priority I situations, the selectedmitigation
remediation scheme might be to leave the tank "as is." To arrive at this
decision, one must develop a defensibleposition that the present situation
does not actually constitute a safety hazard.

Other possible options for mitigation/remediationmight include the
following:

I. Mix, or homogenizetank contents: lt may be possible to demonstrate
conclusivelythat if the contents were homogeneous, the safety issue
would be eliminated because of dilution of reactive constituentsinto
the rest of the material in the tank. Mixing may prevent the
establishmentof an unstable situationwithin the tanks, that could lead
to the episodic release of flammablegases in some of the tanks.

2. Alter the chemical or physical state within the tank: Heating or adding
sonic energy to the tanks, that produce flammable gas may eliminate the
holdup and episodic release of gas from these tanks. Continuous release
of the flammablegases could probably be accommodatedsafely by the
ventilation systems. Possibly,a chemical agent could be added to (and
mixed into) the tanks to intervene in the chemical reaction(s) that
generated the flammablegas.

3. Selective retrievaland alter the chemical composition" Possibly,
removal of particular constituents may eliminate the source of the
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safety issue (e.g. removal of the fission products that may be a
dominant factor in the generation of flammable gas in several of the
tanks).

3.0 COMPLEXITYOF THE PROBLEM

The resolution of the safety issues for these tanks is a difficult task
because of the complexity of the chemical, physical, and operational
environments in the tanks.

Chemically, the contents of the tanks are not well characterized because
of the many different waste streams that have been added to each tank during
the 45 years of operation at the Hanford Site. In any particular tank one may
encounter significant concentrations of up to 16 different ion species which
are the process chemicals form the various reprocessing flowsheets used over
the years and the corrosion products form the process vessels. Organic
solvent extraction agents and complexants may be present, as well as their
decomposition products (from interactions with the highly radioactive fission
products and the strong caustic environment.) Fission products in trace
concentration are also present, as well as uranium and plutonium in very low
concentrations. However, it should be noted that there is no foreseen
potential for a nuclear criticality situation in any of these waste tanks.
Possibly 80% of the elements in the periodic table could be present in the
total of the waste storage tanks in quantities that could influence the local
nature of chemical reactions. Since most of these wastes have been
concentrated to the maximum level permitted for pumping, all of the tanks
contain settled solids, and the liquid phase is generally saturated at the
existing temperature in the tanks.

The physical complexity is manifested as liquid and solid phases with
wide-ranging characteristics. The solid phase may be present as a slurry,
which may exhibit non-Newtonian flow behavior, or as a rock-hard solid that
may be very nonuniform in composition and characteristics (because it was
introduced into the tank as a saturated slurry at different times and from
different sources). Someof the tanks contain very little water which was
intentionally removed by pumping out free liquid to reduce the risk of release
to the soil from leaking tanks.

The operational environment imposes a number of severe restrictions
to mitigation efforts. For example, there is a high-radiation field (200 to
5,000 rad/h) in all of the tanks. In some, there is the present concern about
possible explosive reactions if the initiating temperature is reached starting
an exothermic reaction. In the SST tanks, there are restrictions about adding
water because the tanks are single-shell constructed and have or will leak in
the future.

4.0 INTEGRATEDRESEARCHIN SUPPORTOF THE FLAMMABLEGAS-GENERATINGTANKS

As an illustration of both the need and the structure of an integrated
research program in support of waste tarik safety, the science and technology
support of the flammable gas-generating tanks will be described.
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Tank I01-SY represents the most serious safety issue of the Priority 1
category because of the frequency and magnitude of the episodic release of a
flammable gas mixture from this tank. The schematic drawing, Figure 1, shows
the suspected nature of the tank contents. The region identified as the
nonconvecting layer is believed to be the location where a portion of the
generated gas is trapped. The postulate behavior of the tank during the
course of one cycle of the episodic release of this trappedgas is as follows,
beginning just after a gas release.

• The tank's two principal layers, the convecting and nonconvecting
layers, are partially or completely mixed. This is the result of the
(postulated)rollover of the tank contents once the nonconvecting layer
has become sufficientlyunstable to breakup and rise to the top of the
tank (below the crust).

• The suspended solids settle and reform the denser nonconvecting layer,
which is highly viscous due to the high solids content.

• Gas is generated throughout the tank; that within the convecting layer
escapes continuously;that within the nonconvecting (slurry) layer is
trapped (possiblythe result of a hydrophobic surfaceon the particles).

• The trapped gas swells the slurry zone and raises the crust. This zone
is somewhat cohesive (the explanation is unclear at present) and
consequently it can become less dense than the over-laying convective
zone.

• The instabilityof the buoyancy of the slurry zone eventually results in
a "turn-over,"with the slurry zone splitting up into smaller segments
and rising to the top. The gas trapped within the slurry is partially
(or entirely) released. This constitutes the episodic gas release.
During the process, the tank becomes partially (or completely)mixed,
and the cycle repeats.

The integratedresearch program must have the following four elements to
provide sufficient informationon which to base a mitigation scheme.

I. Field data from the tanks - These provide an initialpicture of the
characteristicsof the system and (later) substantiatethe modeling
studies.

2. Chemical studieswith syntheticwastes - These results will thoroughly
characterizethe chemical system, identify the existing and potential
reactions and reaction rates that may take place, and provide a basis to
evaluate the probable level of hazard that may exist. These studies are
performed with syntheticwaste because of the much greater cost and time
required to carry out these studies on actual waste from the tank.

3. Physical modeling of the system - The results will provide a thorough
understandingof the physical parameters of the system and demonstrate
any proposed mitigation/remediationconcept.



4. Mathematicalmodeling - The model(s) will provide insight into the scale
up of the proposed mitigation/remediationconcept. The mathematical
modeling will first be developed to the extent of substantiatingthe
behavior of the physical model and then be used to predict its full
scale performance. This approach is more cost effective than testing
the mitigation/remediationconcept at (near) full scale, lt also
provides a means of investigatingconfigurationoptions without the need
of trying them all out at the pilot scale.

These four elements are clearly identified in the program in support of
the flammable gas-generatingtanks.

Field data indicated that the composition of the gas generated within
the tank consists roughly of equal parts of hydrogen, nitrous oxide, and
nitrogen. This composition is believed to be within the explosive limits of
hydrogen in the presence of an oxidant (nitrous oxide) so that mixing is not
required to create a potential hazard. The reason for the gas generation
could initially only be surmised from the operations history of the tank,
shown in Figure 2. It was believed to be related to the presence of organic
complexants that were included in the last batch of waste to be added to the
tank shortly before the periodic release of gas was noted. Figure 3 provides
the approximatecomposition of the tank as deduced from the fill history and
early grab samples from the tank.

Evidence of the episodic gas release was obtained from three sources of
field data; the constantly changing liquid surface level, the somewhat
dramatic change in temperature throughoutthe tank just after the "turn-over
event." Figure 4 illustratesthe latter. At the time of an episodic release,
the crust level may drop from 2 to 10 in.

The studies of syntheticwastes have centered on gaining knowledgeto
answer such questions as:

• What is in the tank?
• Why is gas generated? What are the reactants and reactions involved,

and what are the products?
• What situationswill increase or decrease the generation rate?
• What is the role of the crust that formed on the tank?

The actual tasks undertaken to provide these answers include:

• Fundamentalstudies using syntheticwaste of radiolytic gas generation
at the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)

• Fundamental studies using syntheticwaste of thermal-chemicalgas
generation; at the Georgia Instituteof Technology

• Studies of combined radiolyticand thermal-chemicalreactionsthat
generate gas and a study of the mechanism for crust growth, at the
Pacific Northwest Laboratories(PNL)

• Studies of gas generation from actual tank waste samples; by the
WestinghouseHanford Company (WHC)

• Development of methods for determiningthe organic constituentsin the
waste and their decompositionproducts; at PNL.
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The cost and time required to carry on these studies with actual waste samples
would be far greater than studies that use synthetic wastes, which are
substantiatedwith actual samples from the tank.

Physical modeling with syntheticwaste mixture is being conducted to
respond to questions such as:

• Can one demonstratethe retention and episodic release of gas in the
slurry zone?

• Can one show how to reduce or eliminate the episodic release of gas?

A number of mitigation/remediationschemes are being considered.
They can be categorized as either preventing the retention of the gas (so that
it is continuouslyreleased at rates that do not result in a hazardous
concentration in the tank at any time), or eliminating gas generation.

Retention can possibly be eliminatedeither by altering the nature of
the slurry (possiblythrough heating, diluting, or adding a surfactant)or by
mechanically disengagingthe bubbles from the slurry zone, (i.e.,mixing by
ultrasonic energy, jet mixing, or by some type of mechanical mixing).

J Eliminatinggas generation appears to be more difficult and would seem
to require removing one of the reactants (or intermediatereaction species)
or somehow changing the conditions for gas generation. Perhaps nitrogen
disbursed through the slurry zone could be added to change the equilibriumgas
composition.

The physical modeling tasks, in place to provide sufficient information
on which to base a selection for a mitigation scheme, involve studiesof the
gas retention and releasephenomena in synthetic wastes. With the generation
of gas (primarily hydrogen)these phenomena are simulated by an auxiliary
source independentof either radiolyticor these phenomena are normal thermal-
chemical reaction in the synthetic waste. The extent of mixing required to
keep the slurry zone from forming and retaining gas will be determined, and
various forms of mixing will be modeled.

Numerical modeling, primarily of the circulating flow encounteredduring
mixing, is being developed, lt will match the physical modeling results, and
will then be used to predict the intensityof turbulence and circulation
patterns that one would encounter in the full-size tanks. On the basis of the
result of the pilot-scalemodel, numericalmodeling would predict the
possibility of satisfactoryperformancein the waste tank. We are working
with a system for which the overriding phenomena governing the critical
function of preventing retention of gas bubbles upon the slurry solid
particles is unknown. Therefore, numericalmodeling is believed to be the
most cost effective and certain way of developing a "defensibleposition" for
mitigation when fitted to pilot-scaleresults and then extended to a
prototypic tank.



5.0 SUMMARY

An integrated R&D program, using chemical and physical modeling studies
of synthetic waste, substantiatedwith limited field data and radioactive
samples from the tanks, and using numerical modeling to extrapolate results to
actual tank-scale operations,is believed to be the most cost-effectivemeans
of achieving the informationrequired to mitigate/remediatethe safety issue
and to remove these tanks from the "watch list."
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